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Why did I choose silverware over
celery? I used to work at a very

nice small brewery, and I was one
of the brewers. My boss, of course,

had 'the look' on his face every
time we went to buy new

equipment, and since he is so quick
on the uptake, he was quickly

reminded of the very nice kitchen
cruets and salt and pepper shakers
we had in the brewery. Soon after
that conversation, I went with the
head brewer and we went to the
hardware store and bought more
kitchen cruets and other'shakers',
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and the rest is history. Now, before
you comment on the cruets, the

company wanted to go with
stainless, and the room the cruets
was in allowed for it. I was faced

with a new type of problem,
however. Because stainless is so

shiny, and prone to fingerprints, we
couldn't use them for anything that

had to be edible. Celery was the
obvious choice, but I found that

our seasoned staff weren't able to
get their fingers in the celery
quickly enough to avoid any

contact with the surface, as the
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celery is quite slippery. Since I was
doing all the new-chefs-during-

training, I tried to find a solution.
Since their hands are clean anyway,

I could just get them one of the
new-chefs-during-training

silverware that matches the cruet,
and use the cruet as a saucepan.

The first person I gave it to thought
it looked nice, but since I was

giving it to them, and they were the
cook who was most visibly helping
out in the kitchen, I knew that was

a bad idea. I was worried about
them (or anyone else, really)
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accidentally spilling something hot
on their hand, and then calling me

in to clean it off. So, I went back to
the hardware store and picked up a
couple of the $1.25 for each celery
stick kitchen silverware. I cleaned
and disinfected all the celery, and
made sure everyone knew where it
was. A few weeks later, I set up the
cruets in the kitchen, and sent the

staff the kitchen silverware.
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the latest Windows versions
available (Windows 7, 8, 10 and
Server 2008/2008 R2). This tool

also includes the language support
for the activators, for many

countries. KMSAuto Lite 1.3.5
Portable. Копия оригинала копии

перескопирована только для
удобства чтения. В

комментариях хабр – оценки и
обсуждения. Nov 16, 2019 KMS -

activator for the products and
operating systems of Windows and
Office 365. Originally developed

by Daily2Soft, it is also distributed
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in a form of portable version
KMSAuto Lite. See also Activation

Software activation References
External links Daily2Soft

Category:Activation
Category:Windows components

Category:Windows 7
Category:Windows 8The Obama
administration and the U.S. EPA

have been sued by Wyoming
attorney general for the right to

enforce a law enacted in 2012. As
Politico reported: The lawsuit

charges that the administration has
failed to fulfill a duty to enforce
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the Clean Air Act. Wyoming’s
attorney general, Peter Michael,

argues the federal government is in
violation of a Clean Air Act
provision that requires the

Environmental Protection Agency
to work with states to enforce air
pollution controls. … The lawsuit
stems from the administration’s

controversial proposal, announced
in April 2015, to prohibit “certain
large” power plants from including
the fuel from a non-biodigestible
form of waste known as “high-

salinity coal.” Without that
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provision, the provision would have
applied to a full 90 percent of all

power plants, according to the
complaint. … Wyoming and

Colorado filed this action on the
grounds that federal officials are
failing to meet their obligations

under the relevant Clean Air Act
provision. The Obama EPA has

already been sued (twice) by state
attorneys general, and this new case

will take that legal action to a
higher court. When this occurs, the
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